
BOPC Inquiry
OIS – 15201 E. Seven Mile



Question Presented

Given the current status of the open investigation, please share
whether the Department can clarify the threat that was posed
regarding the police-involved shooting incident that occurred on
December 19, 2021, at the location of 15201 E. 7 Mile, Project
Green-Light Gas Station, where the suspect used an “airsoft gun”
during the incident.



Scope and Limitation of this 
Presentation

1. The DPD is presenting information related to the “airsoft gun”
noted in the BOPC’s memorandum.

2. The DPD will make a final determination on whether the
officers’ conduct was in policy when the investigation is
completed by the MSP portion of the Homicide Task Force.



Background
5:58:20 Nakita Williams entered the Sunoco gas station located at 15201 E. 7 Mile Rd, and was 

upset with the clerks, who were behind the safety glass. There were four (3) customers 
inside the location.

5:59:00 The decedent removed a silver and black colored, two-tone, pneumatic gun from her right 
front coat pocket and racked the slide.

5:59:10 The decedent put the gun into her right front coat pocket.  The four (3) customers left the 
location.

6:01:28 – 6:09:02 Ms. Williams pulled the gun out again and pointed the handgun at several different 
individuals multiple times.

6:01:59 A 911 call was received to 15201 E 7 Mile Rd, Sunoco gas station.  It was classified as a 
“FELONIUOS ASSAULT IN PROGRESS”

6:03:50 Two units were dispatched to 15201 E. 7 Mile.

6:09:02 Ms. Williams exited the location and pointed the handgun at an approaching customer.  At 
this time, the officers had responded to the location and had exited their vehicles and 
were approaching on foot. Two officers approached from the west; two officers approached 
from the east. One officer was seen on Body-Worn Camera (BWC) giving the approaching 
customer hand direction. Ms. Williams panned the handgun to the east and pointed it in the 
direction of two of the officers. The three officers fired shots. 

6:10:23 The involved member immediately went into lifesaving mode and conveyed Ms. Williams to 
the hospital.



6:01:59 Call from the gas station attendant.

6:03:42 Call from a citizen regarding a gun being pulled on himself and his girlfriend.

6:07:55 Call from a citizen regarding a woman with a gun robbing the gas station, pulling the gun on 
customers and threatening to shoot people.  

911 Calls 















The Pneumatic Gun

(Above): Ms. Williams’s gun.

(Right): Taurus PT 24/7 9mm pistol –
defaced serial number. Recovered 11 
from an unrelated incident.



Questions
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